We posit that embodied artificial intelligence is not only a computational, but also a materials problem. While the importance of material and structural properties in the control loop are well understood, materials can take an active role during control by tight integration of sensors, actuators, computation, and communication. We envision such materials to abstract functionality, therefore making the construction of intelligent robots more straightforward and robust. For example, robots could be made of bones that measure load, muscles that move, skin that provides the robot with information about the kind and location of tactile sensations ranging from pressure to texture and damage, eyes that extract high-level information, and brain material that provides computation in a scalable manner. Such materials will not resemble any existing engineered materials, but rather the heterogeneous components out of which their natural counterparts are made. We describe the state-of-the-art in so-called ''robotic materials, '' their opportunities for revolutionizing applications ranging from manipulation to autonomous driving by describing two recent robotic materials, a smart skin and a smart tire in more depth, and conclude with open challenges that the robotics community needs to address in collaboration with allies, such as wireless sensor network researchers and polymer scientists.
Introduction
The impressive functionality of natural systems such as the camouflage skin of a cuttlefish, morphing wings of an eagle, structural adaptation of a mammalian bone or the Banyan tree, or the many sensor modalities in the human skin are enabled by tight integration of sensing, actuation, computation, and communication in these systems (McEvoy and Correll, 2015) . Figure 1 shows schematic drawings of some of these natural systems, illustrating how function arises from sensors, actuators, nerves, and vascular systems being co-located. This is fundamentally different from how we construct robotic systems, which consists of homogeneous, hierarchical components such as structures, gears, links, and joints that are interfaced by sensing and computer systems, but lack the tight integration of sensing and computation that biological systems exhibit (Figure 2) . This paradigm has begun to change with the emergence of soft robotics and multi-material manufacturing techniques (Cutkosky and Kim, 2009 ), which has led to fully self-contained robotic systems (Bartlett et al., 2015) , and components (Asbeck et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2006) that blur the distinction between a robot and a material . While soft robotics provides radically novel ways for locomotion (Marchese et al., 2014; Tolley et al., 2014) and manipulation (Farrow et al., 2016) , this field has led to new manufacturing approaches that allow us to get much closer to the integrated nature of biological systems (Cutkosky and Kim, 2009; Polygerinos et al., 2017) .
We believe it is this integration that will allow us to create robotic components that are in some sense and by themselves autonomous, thereby facilitating the creation of more complex and adaptable autonomous robotic systems. We argue that such components, which necessarily implement design trade-offs and are therefore more suitable for one robot design than another, reach their true potential once they are available in the form of a material.
A definition of ''material'' that extends to these devices is a critical element to this newly developing field. This quandary permeated the halls of the first ''Workshop on Robotic Materials,'' which was held on 10-12 March 2017, University of Colorado, USA in Boulder, CO. The consensus reached by that workshop were that materials have the properties of:
1. functionality independent of size, i.e., performance is unchanged when cut in half (up to a reasonable discretization); 2. self-similarity and bulk reconfigurability, i.e., consisting of homogeneous elements that can be arranged in either an amorphous or a discrete, grid-like fashion; and 3. robustness, i.e. the material does not lose its capabilities should failure of any constituent elements occur.
These properties align well with the contemporary material science perspective (Brostow and Lobland, 2016) . In this view, ''robotic materials'' are composites with structural, sensing, actuation, and computational ''phases.'' Such phases can be either dispersed, such as in composites that are reinforced with granular particles, or placed in an anisotropic manner, such as in fiber-reinforced composites. While providing the material with improved functionality, additional phases typically introduce challenges in terms of structural integrity and manufacturing at the interfacial bond between the matrix and the dispersed phases. Here, robotic materials pose hard problems by requiring the integration of hard elements into soft materials, as well as materials and devices that are not designed to create strong bonds with others.
From a systems-level perspective, robotic materials provide approaches that are highly preferable, or even necessary, for certain types of robotic subsystems. Perception systems that are distributed over large areas of the robot, such as full-body tactile sensing, proprioception, etc., require collecting sensor measurements over large physical areas. Sampling from such a large number of sensors requires a significant amount of communication and Fig. 1 . Biological tissue that tightly integrates sensing, actuation, computation, and communication. From left to right: chromatophore in an octopus skin (Ó Springer Verlag, from Cloney and Florey (1968) ), human skin (Public Domain), and octopus suckers, Thomas Haslwanter, CCA-SA 3.0. Computation and communication are implemented by a nervous system, power is provided by a vascular system.
Fig. 2.
Most robotic systems clearly separate between perception and control. Here, the role of the material is to make the transition from a computational model to real-world dynamics as smooth as possible. This is not the case in biological systems that are sensor rich, dynamic, and over-actuated. processing bandwidth, especially as sensor density, sampling rate, physical size, or the number of sensing modalities increases. Ultimately, communication bandwidth and processing speed limit the size and responsiveness of these sensing substrates. Similarly, continuum robots that require a large number of sensors and actuators distributed throughout the robot (Kang et al., 2016) ; the need to sample a large number of sensors and generate actuation signals limits the degrees of freedom for such robots. Robotic materials offers an approach that alleviates such scalability challenges: skins and robotic limbs can be treated as independent components, as opposed to peripheral subsystems, of the robot. Perception and control is performed locally within the material, requiring only small, low-latency communication with the host robot.
Once the conditions that define a material are met and manufacturing challenges are solved, such materials could be manufactured and distributed in volumetric units and used to enhance the functionality of a robotic system. The next section describes a series of such systems, not necessarily all with robotic applications, that emphasize the distributed algorithms, material science, communication, power, and manufacturing challenges. We then provide details of two robotic materials, highlighting common challenges and potential solutions to robotic materials in general. We conclude the article with what kind of materials we envision to transform how we make robots. Figure 3 shows a series of systems which, although crude, adhere to the necessary conditions for making them a material as laid out in the definition of materials enunciated above.
State of the art
The camouflage system (top left) consists of a swarm of ''Droplets'' miniature robots, which perform consensus and distributed pattern generation algorithms to match dominant patterns they perceive in the environment . As the algorithm is fully local, the system works no matter what the shape or size of the arrangement is, making an integration of color-changing particles into rubber sheets conceivable.
The texture sensing skin (top center) is able to localize objects as well as differentiate up to 15 different textures by measuring the vibrations that are induced when rubbing against the skin (Hughes and Correll, 2015) . The algorithm is fully distributed, and a network of microcontrollers has been integrated into a rubber skin.
The shape-changing beam (top right) consists of six identical variable stiffness elements (McEvoy and Correll, 2016a) , which can calculate the required stiffness to reach an arbitrary shape after b/ending in a fully distributed way (McEvoy and Correll, 2016b) . The proposed algorithm scales linearly with the length of the beam, albeit allows for instantaneous motion, reducing the computation to a constant time operation with respect to the system's motion.
The gesture-detecting skin (bottom left) consists of 8 × 8 proximity sensors integrated into transparent polymer and is capable to distinguish between a variety of social touch gestures (Hughes et al., 2015a) , and is described in more detail in the next section. This system fulfills the material requirements above with the shown patch as individual unit, making a large deployment conceivable in , texture-detecting skin (Hughes and Correll, 2015) , a shapechanging beam (McEvoy and Correll, 2016a) , gesture-detecting skin (Hughes et al., 2015a) , a sound localizing dress (Profita et al., 2015) , and an interactive fac xade (Hosseinmardi et al., 2015) .
which high-level gesture information is communicated in a hop-by-hop fashion.
The dress (bottom center) is the prototype of a smart fabric that uses a regular arrangement of computing elements to triangulate the direction incoming sounds (Profita et al., 2015) .
The facade system in the bottom right is created from identical building blocks that are arranged in a regular structure and are each equipped with the ability to sense a human hand and change their color (Farrow et al., 2014) . Each block shares power and local communication with its neighbors. By locally exchanging information about touch events, the system is able to recognize a series of letters drawn across its surface (Hosseinmardi et al., 2015) , functions no matter how many elements the surface has, and is able to interpolate across broken elements.
Example applications
This section describes two example robotic materials in more detail: a smart tire capable of identifying terrain for use with autonomous vehicles (Dana Hughes and Correll, 2017) , and a robotic skin capable of jointly performing gesture recognition and obstacle avoidance . These examples are used to demonstrate common attributes of robotic materials: processing high-bandwidth sensor information, using material-scale computing elements with limited resources, and the desire for efficient approaches to generating low-dimensional internal states or responses. Thus, the approaches discussed in these examples may be generally applied to other robotic materials. Further details of each example are available in their respective papers.
Both examples here involve identifying an environmental property (terrain, gesture) from high-bandwidth sensor data. In these applications, the physical dynamics of the robotic material may be well understood (as in Hughes and Correll, 2015) , but the complexity of the external stimuli greatly minimizes the utility of such knowledge. For both applications, the materials instead learn to identify the environmental properties by training a machine learning model.
A major challenge in robotic materials is to perform expensive calculations (e.g., fast Fourier transform) to extract features suitable for a machine learning model. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) provide an opportunity to extract features with less computation. This has been implemented to realize the smart tire and the skin. This is akin to biological systems, where receptor stimuli are processed locally (Hochner, 2013; Johansson and Flanagan, 2009; Pruszynski and Johansson, 2014) , greatly reducing the information communicated to the brain.
Neural network models generally consist of a large number of parameters (and, consequently, a large amount of memory), however, an automated approach to exploring possible network architectures allows for creating a highperformance model with a minimal number of parameters.
Performing multiple tasks (gesture recognition and obstacle identification) is desired for the robotic skin. Creating a model or algorithm for each task independently is not only time consuming, but may result in exceeding the memory or computing budget of the hardware used in the robotic material. This is addressed by learning the more complex task (gesture recognition), and performing transfer learning (Pan and Yang, 2010) to create a simple model for the second task using the features learned from the first task.
Smart tires
Autonomous vehicles benefit from utilizing high-fidelity dynamical models for planning, control and state estimation. Certain parameters of a dynamical model can only be measured while the car is in certain states, which in many cases can be difficult (Aghli and Heckman, 2018) . For instance, knowledge of the static coefficient of friction between the tire and ground ensures the vehicle can turn at high speed without slipping. However, to measure this parameter using traditional on-board sensors requires the vehicle to be in a state of slip.
A material-based solution to inferring terrain parameters can be achieved by integrating piezoelectric sensors into the internal face of the tire, allowing for measurement of the tire vibration as it drives over various terrains. Figure 4 shows such a tire mounted on a one-eighth-scale vehicle, as well as the mounting of a piezoelectric sensor within the tire.
The tire mounted on the car has 10 piezoelectric sensors (Measurement Specialties LDT0-028K 1 ) spaced evenly around the radius of the tire. The sensors were adhered to the internal face of the tire using urethane rubber (Smooth-On PMC-780 2 ). When driving, the interaction between the tire and terrain causes deformation of the tire and piezoelectric elements, resulting in a voltage being generated by the piezoelectric element roughly proportional to its deformation.
A small, low-powered microcontroller development board (PJRC Teensy 3.2 3 ) mounted to the wheel is used to sample the embedded sensors, estimate the terrain driven on based on a window of samples, and wirelessly communicate the terrain estimates to the vehicle. Each sensor was sampled at a rate of 750 Hz. Every 50 samples (66.67 ms), the microcontroller estimates the type of terrain being driven on, using the previous window of 100 samples (133.33 ms). This estimate can then communicated via WiFi or BlueTooth LE to the vehicle's onboard computer and/or an external monitor.
Processing measurements in or near the material is critical for this application: wired connections between the wheel and vehicle would need an expensive slip ring, while wireless communication of the high-bandwidth sensor signals would increase the power needed by the wheel/tire system. In addition, by performing measurements based on the tire/terrain interaction, the material-based approach avoids several of the limitations associated with other forms of terrain estimation: occlusion and variations in lighting in vision-based classifiers, vehicle motors generating confounding signals in inertial-based classifiers, and environmental or vehicle noise in audio-based systems.
To evaluate the performance of the smart tire, data was collected driving the car on eight indoor and outdoor terrains. The car was driven by a human on each terrain for 20 minutes with a wide range of driving speeds. Figure 5 shows the terrains used in the experiment, and an example signal generated by an individual sensor in one measurement window. The observed peaks correspond to points in time where the sensor region makes contact with the ground. The signals demonstrate that tightly integrating the piezoelectric sensors in the tire generates signals that are highly influenced by the interaction between the tire and terrain; for example, smoother signals are generated by more uniform terrains, while coarser terrains produce signals with more local variation. In addition, the regions outside the contact peak show that external noise (e.g., due to vehicle or environmental sounds) have little influence on the measurements.
Terrain identification is performed using a 1D CNN, a powerful model useful for processing temporal signals (LeCun and Bengio, 1995) owing to the ability to learn important features directly from data, and robustness to translation and scale changes of the input signal. For the terrains in Figure 5 , a CNN consisting of four convolutional and pooling layers, followed by a fully connected layer, was able to classify the eight terrains with an overall accuracy of 98.72%; the tire could additionally learn to identify when the vehicle was airborne, a task which is difficult using traditional chassis-mounted sensors.
We compare the performance of the smart tire with recent terrain classification systems using several different sensing modalities. Acoustic-based approaches leverage an on-board microphone to record sound generated by a vehicle or robot traversing a terrain, inertial-based approaches makes predictions using chassis-mounted inertial measurement units (IMUs), and vision-based approaches makes estimates of terrain from images and/or depth maps. Early approaches to terrain classification generally extracted a set of features appropriate for the sensor: spectral features are often calculated for inertial (Brooks and Iagnemma, 2005; Vicente et al., 2015; Yu and Lee, 2017) and audio sensors (Christie and Kottege, 2016; Kiefer et al., 2017) , whereas scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT), speeded-up robust features (SURF), and histogram features are utilized for visual classifiers (Masataka et al., 2016; Wietrzykowski and Belter, 2014; Zenker et al., 2013) . Final classification is performed using common machine learning approaches, such as support vector machines (SVMs). More recently, approaches using deep CNNs have been used to predict terrain from raw RGB-D images (Kozlowski and Walas, 2018) , as well as spectrograms computed from raw audio data (Valada and Burgard, 2017; Valada et al., 2018) , with a significant improvement of results. Table 1 summarizes recent results from the literature, including the features and classification approach used, reported accuracy, and number of terrains used for evaluation. The smart tire presented here outperforms most other approaches; deep learning approaches using other sensing modalities produce roughly equivalent accuracies. We note that the CNN used for the smart tire uses 1D convolutional layers, which require significantly fewer parameters when compared with 2D CNNs used for visual-and audio-based approaches, resulting in a more efficient use of memory and computing resources, an important aspect for robotic materials.
CNN architecture optimization
CNNs consist of multiple convolutional layers, each with a large number of parameters. From a robotic materials perspective, the computing resources necessary for a typical CNN architecture could easily overwhelm those available in a material-scale microcontroller. To address this issue, we automatically generate candidate architectures using an approach based on the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) (Deb et al., 2002) . By encoding CNN architectures as a variable-length genotype, and defining mutation operations to add and modify individual layers in the CNN, this algorithm rapidly evolves Pareto-optimal CNN architectures for a specific task (Dana Hughes and Correll, 2017) . In addition to the overall performance of the model, this approach additionally considers aspects of the CNN architecture which are critical for robotic materials, such as minimizing memory requirements, computing time, and/or encoding dimensionality.
The NSGA-II algorithm maintains and evolves a population of individuals that encapsulate a potential solution as a genotype, which requires the definition of a domainspecific genotype and associated evolutionary operations. For evolving CNN architectures, an individual CNN is encoded as a variable length genotype. Each sequential layer is represented as an element of the genotype, and each element consists of the layer type and parameters needed to define the layer. Table 2 summarizes the layer types allowed, as well as the parameters defined for each layer type. Genotypes assume a fixed input and output layer defined by the specific task. When generating or evolving genotypes, checks are performed to ensure that layer parameters are valid (i.e., kernel and pooling sizes do not exceed the size of the input to a layer, and fully connected layers do not occur before convolutional or pooling layers in the genotype). New genotypes are generated by repeatedly appending individual layer elements to the input element. Convolutional layers are added with a probability p conv , after which a pooling layer is added with probability p pool . Once convolutional layers have been added, fully connected layers are repeatedly added with a probability p fc . Individual parameters for each layer are sampled from a Poisson distribution. Crossover can be performed by selecting two parent genotypes from population, identifying and selecting a valid crossover point in each, and generating two child genotypes by swapping the elements in each parent genotype after the crossover points. Mutation can be performed on a genotype by either inserting a new random layer into the genotype, or modifying an existing layer by increasing or decreasing a parameter in the layer by a random amount. Figure 6 shows an example of architectures evolved to jointly maximize classification accuracy and minimize memory requirements. The algorithm evolved architectures trained to classify four simulated terrains, and, as an example, achieved a maximal accuracy of 88.7% with a model with 17,518 parameters, and a model with slightly less accuracy of 88.3% using only 9,252 parameters. The tradeoff between accuracy and model parameters allows the trade-off between microcontroller cost (where lower cost microcontrollers generally have less memory) and performance of a robotic material to be explored.
Smart skin
Enabling robots with human-like tactile sensitivity is an active area of research in robotics (Dahiya et al., 2013) .
Like human skin, sensing in robotic skins has both high spatial and temporal bandwidth, creating significant communication and computing burdens on a system which needs to process tactile signals centrally.
The tactile sensitive skin shown in Figure 3 184 5 ). The skin is capable of measuring both the proximity of an approaching object, as well as the force applied by an object making contact with the skin, based on the transparency and compliance of the rubber. This skin is designed to assist a robot with interacting with human collaborators and navigating an environment: identification of affective touches, used to communicate the intent of a human collaborator, and discrimination between a collaborator's hand and obstacles is performed by the skin independently of the host robotic system.
Affective touch recognition requires identifying complex tactile stimuli applied to the skin array. Given the complexity of the signal, several machine learning techniques have been explored for the task of gesture identification (Hughes et al., 2015b Jung et al., 2015) . As with the smart tire, CNNs have been shown to be effective models that learn effective features directly from available training data, and whose architectures can be tuned in order to maximize gesture identification while ensuring that the architectures are readily implemented on material-scale components .
Avoiding obstacles in a workspace or environment has been a well-explored application of robotic skins with proximity sensing capabilities (Lumelsky et al., 2001) . In isolation, the task of avoiding collisions with obstacles simply requires detecting objects in the proximity region of the skin. However, avoiding obstacles while also allowing contact by a collaborator involves discriminating between a human hand and a possibly unknown set of obstacles. For robotic materials, the difficulty of this task is increased by the limitations of local computing resources: any additional memory or computing requirements for obstacle detection must be kept to a minimum. A simple approach to augmenting obstacle detection in a robotic skin trained to perform gesture recognition is presented by . The interaction of the skin patch and the environment can be represented as a probabilistic finite state machine, as shown in Figure 7 . Skin behavior changes based on presence of an approaching object, and whether the approaching object is identified as a hand or obstacle, and while a collaborator is performing a tactile gesture. The skin collects an 8 × 8 frame of sensor measurements at a rate of 20 Hz, and extract a set of statistical and geometric moments as a common feature set used in each state.
Detecting an approaching object simply requires detecting when a specific sensor's value exceeds the sensor's average value with no object present by an empirically determined threshold. Once an object is detected, features extracted from each frame as the object approaches is used to estimate if the object is a hand (presumably from a human collaborator) or an obstacle. If the object is identified as an obstacle, the skin can inform the host robot to avoid the obstacle. If the object is identified as a hand, the skin can then estimate a gesture performed by the collaborator once contact is detected, and inform the host robot of the estimated gesture.
To train the skin to perform the above tasks, a training set is collected by performing affective gestures is performed on the skin. Using a statistical summary of each feature in a 20 frame window of measurements, a simple classification model (e.g., naïve Bayes, random forest, etc.) can be employed to provide an estimate of the gesture being performed. Individual frames where a hand is detected, but contact has not been made, can be extracted from the training set to train a hand/obstacle discriminator. As the set of obstacles are not known a priori, this task can be framed as an anomaly detection task. The features extracted from frames with a hand in the proximity region of the skin are described as a Gaussian distribution. The Mahalanobis distance between this distribution and features from a novel frame can be calculated, and for a given a distance threshold, the probability that the novel frame was generated by a hand (or, conversely, an obstacle) can be calculated. Bayesian updates can be performed as new frames are measured, allowing for more certain estimates of the object's class.
Using an ensemble of 10 decision trees, the skin is able to achieve an overall classification accuracy of 94.1%. The ensemble contains a total of 6,322 decision nodes, each with a single parameter defining a decision boundary, requiring~57 kB to store the decision nodes (32-bit float parameter, 16-bit node IDs for each branch, and 8-bit decision variable ID). By limiting the depth of the trees, the node count can be reduced to~4,400 with a corresponding drop of~1% in classification accuracy. The hand/obstacle discriminator correctly identified a hand or obstacle from a single measurement frame with an accuracy of 91.6%, and required only 136 parameters to represent the mean and covariance matrix (544 bytes). The memory requirements of the two models is such that both are easily stored in the Flash memory of a small microcontroller, such as the ATMega2560 6 used by . Several aspects of this approach that are important for robotic materials can be highlighted. Performing calculations in material greatly reduces the required bandwidth for communicating with the host robot. A robot sampling each sensor in the skin would require a communication channel with a bandwidth of~20 kbps, whereas a robotic material designed to perform the desired tasks only communicates a few bits of information when events of interest occur (e.g., indicating the presence of an obstacle or providing gesture estimates). This factor becomes more relevant as the area covered by the skin or the sensor density increases.
Utilizing a common set of low-dimensional features for each of the desired tasks, as opposed to using possibly distinct features specific to each task, reduces memory and computing requirements, allowing for material-scale computing elements to be used. This becomes especially relevant when requiring more complex models to generate features, such as the CNN used by Hughes et al. (2017) or calculating spectral components (Hughes and Correll, 2015) .
Finally, modeling the behavior of the skin as a probabilistic state machine provides a means for analyzing the system-level performance of the skin. For instance, in , Monte Carlo simulations are used to determine the likelihood of obstacle collision as a function of velocity, as well as determining appropriate thresholds for achieving a desired tradeoff between response rate and obstacle/hand misclassification.
Vision and challenges
The examples above demonstrate the overall feasibility of obtaining complex signal processing and control ability from fully distributed systems consisting of nodes with individually limited computational abilities. All of these materials could be made with smaller components and integrated at higher density, and all of them rely only on local information, making them scalable. Some of the presented materials have already been created with robotic applications in mind. For example, the skin that localizes and recognizes gestures and textures could dramatically facilitate the robot design problem in highly asymmetric ways. If embedded into an end effector, grasp selection and reactive control would be available based on local information from the skin (Patel et al., 2017) rather than through exteroceptive sensors perceiving geometry. Not only does local processing take the burden off of a central processing unit, but also directly addresses the problems of registering the location of individual sensors on the robotic skin and routing the information. Similarly, a shape changing beam would allow to control the structure of a robotic system such as running and walking robots, exo-skeletons, but also airfoils of aircraft or autonomous vehicles.
Once we are ready to delegate to a material the functionality that has previously only been available at the device level, many other applications become conceivable. For example, smart rubber embedded with light-emitting computational elements coated over a robot body would allow it to camouflage, act as a display for arbitrary information, or indicate material fatigue. Embedding a polymer with proximity sensors could not only create robotic skins, but smart wheels that can could measure the tire profile from the inside to detect skidding, and turn any solid into an input device that is aware of its surroundings. Using accelerometers and gyroscopes that can compute and communicate with their local neighbors would allow a material to ascertain proprioceptive state with unprecedented spatial resolution. Functionality can also come from the polymer itself. For example, polymers might contract, expand, or change their stiffness, viscosity or color when locally activated by light, electric current, or magnetic fields (McEvoy and Correll, 2015) , shape-changing structures, or tires that adapt their profile to driving conditions. Interestingly, many of the key technologies to enable these materials already exist. Computational elements have been dramatically reduced in size, making the operation of thousands of wireless devices in close proximity feasible. This brings us close to the original vision of distributed microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and ''smart dust'' (Berlin and Gabriel, 1997) and challenges specific to the wireless networking community are described by Han et al. (2017) .
Domain-specific challenges and opportunities
Despite the presence of key technologies, there remains challenges to be addressed in several research fields to fully realize the potential of robotic materials. We identify several opportunities, challenges, and open problems in robotic materials for various disciplines in the following. 4.1.1. Automatic assembly of robotic materials. Given a small enough computational element with wireless communication (Pannuto et al., 2014) , many conceivable robotic materials could be produced using existing manufacturing techniques for composite materials such as vacuum forming, shape deposition manufacturing, and overmolding. A key challenge of such highly functioning materials is the wide range of length scales, ranging from microscale sensors and computational elements to the meter-scale, to which the final material must extend. It is this scaling property that leads most conventional manufacturing techniques to their limitations. One possible solution to this problem is to assemble robotic materials using autonomous robots or multi-material 3D printers (O'Donnell et al., 2017) . Given the ability to provide power wirelessly (Agbinya, 2015) and to localize the computational elements inside the structure after manufacturing, either using external fields or using self-localization technologies (Moffo et al., 2016) , it is also conceivable that it may soon be possible to simply mix small pellets that sense, communicate and compute and trigger actuation into a liquid material and let it cure in the desired shape.
Challenges lie not only in developing the different components of robotic materials, however, but also their interaction. Integrating sensors, for example, offers the opportunity of ''morphological computation'' (Pfeifer et al., 2006) , that is the placement of sensors in a way that minimizes the computations required to process them. Similarly, choosing material properties carefully will affect the way the systems into which they are integrated are controlled, a challenge unto itself.
Reaching the desired homogeneous distribution of dispersed particles in a polymer matrix is a problem that is well studied in the composite materials community for nanoscale elements (Xie et al., 2005) , but more difficult to achieve for objects at the millimeter scale. Robotic materials will also benefit from advances in polymer themselves ranging from electro-active polymer muscles (Keplinger et al., 2013) with improved performance to a wide range of smart polymers that can double as sensors or actuators .
Power distribution.
Power distribution in robotic materials is still an underdeveloped area. The examples given in the literature employ wired power distribution, either from distributed batteries or a central power supply. As the size of materials scale, such approaches become impractical. Materials would lack functionality while recharging batteries, though only locally if only a subset of batteries are charged at a given point. Wired power connections eventually break, ultimately resulting in areas of the material where functionality fails. In the case of centrallypowered materials, current requirements at the power source increase with the number of computing nodes, possibly exceeding the capabilities of the power supply.
Given these limitations, novel power distribution approaches are necessary for successful development of robotic materials. Energy harvesting techniques addresses the above issues with power requirements, and advancements in this area will have direct impact on robotic materials. Energy harvesting capabilities have been demonstrated in both discrete devices and continuous materials: these may be incorporated into robotic materials, assuming the material is expected to experience the phenomenon from which energy will be harvested. For instance, piezoelectric elements and sheets have be employed to generate current from mechanical vibrations, and microwave metamaterials have demonstrated the ability to harvest electromagnetic energy from WiFi signals (Hawkes et al., 2013) .
While the previously mentioned mechanisms for power harvesting are promising, there are still limitations to exploiting these mechanisms to power robotic materials. While certain modalities for power harvesting may be suitable in certain materials and situations, the energy generating phenomena may not be suitable in certain materials. For instance, microwave energy will be significantly absorbed by electrically lossy materials, and will not propagate through conductive media, carbon fiber-reinforced polymers. Similarly, vibration energy would be similarly absorbed by materials with high damping capacity, reducing the available power to components in the material.
Tight integration of power harvesting with the underlying material is also critical for robotic materials. Ideally, a component in robotic materials should be able to access power without regard to its position in the material. Harvesting from discrete components (e.g., a piezoelectric element) retains several disadvantages associated with battery power, i.e., component placement, wiring, and potential failure. Metamaterials show more promise for robotic materials, the ability of a component to access power from arbitrary locations in the material greatly simplifies construction and improves robustness, and advances in these areas will directly benefit robotic materials. 4.1.3. Algorithmic design and deployment. Robotic materials introduce several unique challenges associated with development and implementation of sensing, processing, and control algorithms. From a modeling viewpoint, defining the desired global behavior of the material is generally simpler than defining local behavior: a function mapping global state to desired behavior would be simpler than designing a collection of local functions whose emergent behavior matches that of the desired global behavior. In addition, the computing abilities of target platforms, memory, computing speed, etc., need to be considered when implementing designed algorithms. Finally, sampling rates and timing considerations of peripheral devices, communication bandwidth, and timing differences between devices adds additional challenges for implementing algorithmic behavior into robotic materials.
These challenges provide several avenues of potential research. As with amorphous computing, identifying various levels of abstraction greatly simplifies defining behavior at each level, as well as allows for the development of libraries of common behaviors (Beal and Bachrach, 2006) . Amorphous computing identifies global, local, and discrete levels of abstraction. While this hierarchy of abstractions could prove useful for robotic materials, additional abstraction will likely need to be developed to account for the role the underlying material plays in the computation, especially if material properties are exploited to perform a portion of the computation.
Software frameworks and tools for automatically generating code for target robotic material platforms would greatly simplify research into robotic material applications. A set of such frameworks and tools would allow for designing robotic materials at a high level, without the need to consider low-level details. For instance, machine learning (e.g., using neural networks), could be used to learn a function defining the global behavior of a material using modern workstations. Implementing the learned model into a physical robotic material requires several intermediate steps, each of which could be performed using an automation tool.
4.1.4. Computing substrate. From a computational standpoint, the recent trends in the hardware and software associated with wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and Internet of Things (IoT) provide several benefits to robotic materials. Microcontrollers are now readily available that incorporate various wireless protocols (WiFi, Bluetooth LE, etc.), performing floating-point math in hardware, etc. Incorporating traditional microcontroller-based systems into robotic materials is problematic when incorporated into flexible and stretchable base materials, such as rubber or fabrics. Mismatches between the compliance of the material and electronic components leads to disbonding between the two and rapid degradation of the robotic material. Incorporating computation still remains an open challenge with regard to such robotic materials. Possible research avenues include improving bonding between materials with significantly different elastic modulus, incorporating circuit traces and components into additive manufacturing, and alternative methods of computation.
Non-traditional methods of computation may also prove to be beneficial for certain families of robotic materials. Morphological computation (Füchslin et al., 2013) exploits physical systems with high-dimensional nonlinear dynamics as a means to perform calculations, for instance, leveraging the feedback between sensors and actuators embodied as a mean to converge to stable cycles in the dynamics of the system. Microfluidic circuits offer a promising approach for soft robotic materials, using established manufacturing techniques including photolithography (Unger et al., 2000) or 3D printing (Amin et al., 2016) . Microfluidic circuits have been developed demonstrating various functionalities, including flip-flops and memory (Draper et al., 2018) , logic gates (Yang et al., 2018) , and oscillators (Gregory et al., 2007) . While microfludic circuits may not reach the density or scale of microcontrollers, their inherent suitability to soft material make further research into improving these circuits important.
The discussed approaches reveal several potential areas of research in chemical and material engineering, as well as computer science. From a chemical perspective, improvements in the bonding between hard and soft materials would improve the feasibility and robustness of soft materials that integrate tradition computing components. Further investigations into the incorporation of non-Newtonian, electrorheological and magnetorheological fluid, as well as advancing manufacturing approaches for microchannels can improve the computing capabilities of a microfluidic circuit. Similarly, advances in material science may improve the utility of morphological computation approaches. Finally, suitable abstractions will need to be developed to enable development of algorithms whose implementations involve morphological or non-traditional computing substrates. 4.1.5. Discrete versus amorphous computing. Designing an algorithms for a specific robotic material will be heavily influenced by factors related to the physical properties of material, and how the sensing, computing, and actuation elements are incorporated into the material. One significant factor is the ability to accurately identify the location of computing elements within the material. For instance, using an optimization-based approach to estimate the state of a material (as in Hughes and Correll, 2015) requires knowledge of the location of the sensors, whereas machine learning could learn the state of a material directly from collected data without knowledge of the physical location of sensors (as in .
This factor can be effectively captured by viewing computations in robotic materials as discrete computations in a network of well-defined elements in the material, or as amorphous computation (Abelson et al., 2000) . Selection between these two approaches will primarily depend on the ability to design a suitable algorithm under either paradigm. Robotic material assembly also affect the preference over discrete and amorphous algorithms, as discrete algorithms may require accurate positioning of sensing and actuation elements to perform properly, whereas amorphous algorithms would be more robust to noisy placement of elements.
Determining which computing approach is best suited for a specific algorithmic task in robotic materials remains an relatively unexplored area. This distinction may not be simply one of trade-offs between desired attributes of a material, being unable to uniquely identify or locate individual computing nodes in the material may not always be possible, necessitating an amorphous approach. Conversely, the amorphous computing paradigm assumes peer-to-peer communication and coordination are not present, which may limit or complicate the ways in which a material can process and respond to stimuli.
Interdisciplinary collaboration
These example application and research problems should serve as blueprint to outline both scientific/technical and science-theoretic challenges toward ''robotic materials.'' It is clear that the vision of robotic material requires the close collaboration of researchers in disparate fields such as wireless networking, robotics, and chemistry. Yet, bringing those groups together to create systems that go beyond individual contributions at device level remains a major challenge. In particular, isolated contributions from any individual discipline are often difficult to transfer as challenges of system integration have been neglected, possibly leading to designs that are fundamentally infeasible. The role of fundamental science and its relationship to applications and industry are eloquently elaborated in Whitesides (2015) , a viewpoint that has led to the emergence of the field of ''soft robotics,'' which is now laying the foundations for robotic materials: soft robots that not only integrate materials and mechanisms, but augment them with local decision making. Following the reasoning by Whitesides (2015) , robotic materials will need powerful application drivers. In particular, in order to not remain a topic of obscure intellectual curiosity, robotic materials need to respond to a real need for systems to obtain more information about their environment and process this information more efficiently. (Here, ''processing'' refers to both signal understanding and generating appropriate control output.) Concretely, autonomous robots need to become a major component in industry and everyday life, in which advanced functionality has clear, measurable benefits. These need to be articulated by roboticists for whom the concept of ''robotic materials'' provides a new abstraction to retrieve and process information and energy, adding to the repertoire of available sensors, actuators, and computational devices a designer can already chose from. Unlike chemists, roboticists have the tools to demonstrate instances of such abstractions, such as done here in the form of ''smart rubber'' tires and skin. What they cannot do, however, is turn them into things that actually resemble materials. Instead, these macroscopic prototypes provide an outline for researchers in electronic devices, systems, materials, and manufacturing to overcome the fundamental challenges in further miniaturization and integration. Albeit advances and community organization in the emerging field of ''soft robotics,'' which does exactly that, are promising, the field of robotics as a whole has not reached the economical impact that makes it suitable as the sole motivator for the development of new fundamental materials or processes. More pragmatically, the reasons that there are not more robots out there is not that they do not have good enough tires and skins. This is currently changing with the emergence of autonomous cars and so-called collaborative robots, however. It will be important then to articulate these machines' technical needs that can be addressed by new integrated materials to fundamental scientists. Once the proposed advances have been made, it is important that they get fed back into the robotics community. This will require roboticists not only to pick up new technology as it becomes available, but robotics labs to hire material scientists, chemists, and electronics researchers. Similarly, chemistry and materials labs should seek out roboticists to join their teams to inspire new application domains. With this transition to likely happening at the PhD/post-doc level, funding agencies should be encouraged to support multi-disciplinary projects that support such a transfer of knowledge.
Conclusion
Materials that make robots smart have the potential to dramatically simplify robot design by off-loading signal processing and control into the material, thereby abstracting some traditionally high-level functions. Creating such materials poses many challenges in distributed algorithms, manufacturing, as well as platform technologies such as wireless power transfer, directional radiofrequency communication, localization techniques, and polymers with interesting capabilities that can enhance sensing and actuation.
Albeit somewhat functional, current robotic materials are too crude to be practical and will benefit from the continued development of these techniques and an improved understanding of how to integrate them. It is ultimately the robotic applications enabled by such materials that need to be compelling, leading then to interdisciplinary efforts that combine wireless sensor networking experts, material scientists, and roboticists. From these first conversations, materials that enable perception by performing distributed computation seem to be more immediate candidates than materials that perform actuation. While the application of such materials are not limited to robotics, it is the robotics community that is well-positioned to appreciate the challenges that span from material to computer science and contribute to the multi-modal problem solving required.
